
  PRESS RELEASE

PEDALIBRE TURN DOWN THE REMOVAL OF THE CYCLE LANE
OF THE GRAN VÍA DE HORTALEZA
Cycle lanes must not be removed, but improved and extended

Facing the announce of the removal of the Gran Vía de Hortaleza cycle lane, from
the Pedalibre association.

1. We regret the lack of awareness of the actual municipal board with what is a
bicycle and what needs the bicycle to grow in a city like Madrid.

2. The shortcomings of the Gran Vía de Hortaleza cycle lane (low protection and
connectivity)  WILL  NOT  BE solved  by  removing  it,  but  by  improving  its
continuity and connectivity, extending it through Costa Rica, Alberto Alcocer
and Sor Ángela de la Cruz streets. Also by protecting the cycle lane upgrading
it into a cycle track, segregating from the motorized traffic, like the model of
cycle  infrastructure  that  was  done  in  paseo  de  la  Chopera-paseo  de  las
Yeserías or Santa Engracia street.

3. The district development (or local development) of the bicycle must come by
working on the arterial streets that shape the district’s area, like the Gran Vía
de Hortaleza, and connect it with other districts with segregated cycle tracks,
continuous, homogeneous and easy to understand. Those conditions are a
must to guarantee the use and usefulness of the cycle infrastructure.

4. This cycle lane belongs to the Basic Cycle Network committed and signed by
the People’s Party (Partido Popular) in the 2008 Cyclist Mobility Master Plan
(updated in 2017) and make up one of the East-West corridors of the city.

5. It  is  horrifying  how,  in  an  unfavourable  context  for  the  health  and  the
environment,  the active and sustainable mobility is  being looked down,
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even  when  Madrid  took  part  in  C40  World  Mayors  Summit,  celebrated  in
Copenhagen.

6. The “solution” that the municipal board wants to use is a shared lane (shorten
as CC30, Spanish for ciclocarril 30, which are shared lanes with a maximum
speed  of  30km/h),  which  has  proven  its  inefficiency  because  they  do  not
change  the  circumstances  which  dissuade  almost  all  the  population  from
cycling. Carrying on with this kind of cycling infrastructure means scorning and
vetoing the use of the bicycle to the people as a whole.

7. Reverting  a  cycle  lane  to  give  it  back  to  the  motorized  vehicles  is  an
unacceptable regression,  which increments the capacity  of  the street  and
raises the pollution, the lung diseases and the road danger.

8. This is a step back in a  city like ours, with a several delay in cycling. Madrid
does not deserve that.

From Pedalibre Association we demand reconsidering this measure and 
betting clearly and permanently on the bicycle as a real transport 
alternative, which has shown by far its value and ability in numerous 
European cities.

Madrid, October 28th 2019
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